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Just ask if there are specific multivitamin/supplement Joe recommends to people? I want to start taking a multivitamin/supplement, but there are so many multivitamin/supplement that IDK which one is good/badif anyone has any information please sharePage 2 20 comments basically what are the best brands/favorites for supplements like vitamin D3,
magnesium, fish oil, ZMA, and so on. There are simply too many brands some more superficial than others, plus added health risks associated with using untested products. Page 2 of the 23 Comments Pure Encapsulation says on their site that you will need to buy your products through a doctor or on your website as long as you have a health care physician
filling the code. However, there are several companies that sell PE products: swansonsvitamins.com, pureformulas.com, vitacost.com. After reading about all the scams going on on Amazon I'm wondering if these companies are selling, perhaps unintentionally, fake products. Man, I'm so frustrated with accessories. Manufacturers who commit fraud, sellers
commit fraud. Page 2 8 comments Hi! As the title says, there are only so many options. The brands I ended up with were Pure Encapsulation and a few others. I like their Athlete pack, but didn't want to immediately go with it as the first product of them. So I got their O.N.E. multi-vitamin. I have one problem, and one question. I learned that they were bought
by Nestle not long ago, I'd rather not use Pure Encapsulations because of this. Is there anything similar to their Athlete Pack, from other brands that are properly manufactured? Any recommendations? I just want to try to make things as efficient and efficient as I can. Thx for any feedback and recommendations! Page 2 13 comments Hi! I try to make my life
easier by holding on to a few signs... What does everyone think of these two companies and their credibility? From what I can see, Thorne Research is definitely a little more spendy. Although they are NSF certified. Life Extensions seems to be good too, but doesn't it seem to be NSF certified? Although consumerlabs is recommended, and many customers.
I'm just curious what everyone thinks, as I'm sure many of you are more educated at it than I am. Thx for all the answers! Page 2 34 comments I was looking for a good source for my B vitamins and Pure Encapsulations sells a capsule that contains: Vitamine B1 33 mgVitamin B2 4.2 mgVitamin B6 7 mgVitamin B12 12.5 mcgBiotin                                               
                                           150 mgFolium acid (Metafolin) 400 mcgNiacin (Vitamine B3) 16 mgPantotheenzuur (Vitamine B5) 12 mgIt doesn't go well, but I have zero experience with this brand. Does anyone know him here? Labdoor reviews are good, but are they pre-2018? Page 2 of 48 comments I used shit quality ones on Amazon and recently discovered
brands like Thorne Research and Pure Encapsulation that have such high standards. What are the other such brands? Page 2 of the 13 comments I decided to try the B-vitamin pathway again after getting too intense effects, brain fog, social difficulties, palsy, etc. the last few times I tried. Someone recommended trying puregenomics multivitamin, which
seems to be tailored for those who have MTHFR/B-Vitamin sensitivity. There are smaller amounts of activated forms of most B-vitamins, then an adequate amount of methylfolate and hydroxy/adenosyl-B12, then many other vitamins and minerals, including trace minerals (important for detox), such as molybdenum etc. It seemed promising to me, so I ordered
a bottle. Note: I haven't had genetic testing yet, but I have reason to believe that I have MTHFR/similar problems. I have high levels of homocysteine and borderline B12, as well as strong reactions to B-vitamins and many other supplements. I cannot tolerate NAC/Sam-e/Methyl-B12/Methylfolate/bridge B-complexes/etc. The vast majority of
nootropics/supplements just got me on edge. It took me two trying to get it working properly, but I'm feeling really great this time - it's been a week so far. I first crashed really hard the other day for a reason. This time I had a really intense first day and it seems to have mellowed up a bit ever since. This time I was out of caffeine, staying away from fortified
foods (bread, rice, nutritional yeast) and generally refined sugar/alcohol free. The pros were: More energy, it feels like I'm getting through the day easierBetter focus, feeling like I'm more able to use my brain when needed. I feel like I have something to say in a social situation - I did well without alcohol as a crutch for the first time in a while. I feel like I am more
fun and can have a conversation more with better eye contact. Mood Lift - Music sounds great and the world looks more detailed and beautiful. I feel more excited for life and I've been getting some rushing strong feeling. The memory seems to have improved a little. Sex drive - normally dead sex drive is slightly raised. Nothing crazy. Then, - Like
amphetamines, if I'm not careful I'll zone into my computer really hard or get my way too into some crazy task. It's hard to get out of it. Uneven energy – I feel burnt out at night when it wears off, and get some waves of fatigue during the day. They were half the pills and staggering doses to combat this. Spaciness – I get it anyway, but by the time I feel more
tired I may have a hard time finishing my sentence/my word recall going downhill. It can also be a bit of a weird headspace. It feels a bit like a post-amphetamine crash. Tension – I have some physical signs of anxiety/tension, including tight stomach, slight jaw movement, eyebrow tensioning, clingy fists at night, and tics like scratching my head or over my
hands. (I have similar symptoms from the fungus stack) Insomnia - was getting better, but was really intense the first couple of nights. I usually get it really bad with B vitamins. By the way, despite the drawbacks, I feel really good about this stuff. This week was the best I've felt sober for a long time. I've actually been able to cut out alcohol pretty much
completely and still feel like I'm alone around people, which is basically the first at this point. I'm still cautious about these things, but feeling hopeful. Hoping for some of the side effects is a little bit - people talk about triggering effects a lot when it comes to B-vitamin deficiencies/methylation problems, so who knows. If anyone has any thoughts about side
effects, let me know – the most important thing about them for me is the high followed by the crash. It feels a lot like a traditional stimulant that is super weird for a vitamin. In any case, I'll stick to it and keep the board posted – I know a week isn't a long time. But if you tried B-vitamins and had too intense side effects, it might be worth it. If you have tried the B-
vitamin route, you should give a regular, quality multivitamin/multi-B shot. Shot.
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